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Assemblin to install state-of-the-art and sustainable electrical and 
telecommunications systems in tallest office building in the Nordic 
region 
Assemblin has been commissioned by Skanska to install electrical systems in Citygate, which will be 
a new landmark in Gothenburg with a major focus on sustainability. The assignment is expected to 
be worth over SEK 90 million and will extend until the middle of 2022. 
 
With its 42,000 square metres distributed over 36 floors and a height of 144 metres, Citygate will become the 
highest office building in the Nordic region built with a clear sustainability profile, not least in terms of 
environmental compatibility. This means that the building will be planned and constructed to meet the criteria 
for LEED Gold and WELL certification. Assemblin’s client is Skanska and the contract is procured in the form of 
a partnership arrangement.   

Citygate is also a building marked by societal sustainability. Together with the City of Gothenburg, Skanska 
developed an agenda for Citygate already during the planning stage with the aim of making Gothenburg a 
better and more equal city.  

“Our assignment will be, in close collaboration with Skanska, to plan, design and install all electrical and 
telecommunications systems adapted to a state-of-the-art, flexible and sustainable office building. In many 
ways, Citygate is an innovative property, and we look forward to contributing to making this exciting Citygate 
vision a reality,” says Filip Eriksson, Regional Manager at Assemblin El.   

The project will employ 35 people during the installation phase. 

“We are extremely pleased with this new assignment. This type of partnership agreement ensures close, 
transparent, trusting and responsible collaboration between the parties involved. Today, Assemblin is one of 
the leading installation companies in the Nordic region, and we have the experience and the competence that 
is required for these assignments,” says Fredrik Allthin, President and Business Area Manager for Assemblin El. 

Read more about Citygate here. (in Swedish)  

For more information, contact: 
Filip Eriksson, Regional Manager at Assemblin El, filip.eriksson@assemblin.se, +46 10 472 47 85 
Åsvor Brynnel, Head of Communications at Assemblin, asvor.brynnel@assemblin.se, +46 70 600 73 21 
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About Assemblin 
Assemblin is an end-to-end installation and service partner with operations in Sweden, Norway and Finland We design, install and 
maintain technical systems for air, water and energy. Our vision is to create smart and sustainable installations that make buildings 
work and people feel comfortable. We make this possible through close local collaboration and are supported by a strong organisation. 
We have annual sales of SEK 10 billion and about 5,900 dedicated employees at around 100 locations in the Nordic region. Read more 
at assemblin.se. 
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